Repeated measures refer to the observations taken on the same subject (plant, animal, person, etc). There is usually a variation among the subjects, which is modeled by random effects.
fertilizer <-read.table("http://www.stat.purdue.edu/~zhanghao/MAS/dataset/fertilizer.txt", header = T) par(mar = c(4, 4, 0.1, 0.1), cex.lab = 0.95, cex.axis = 0.9, mgp = c(2, 0.7, 0), tcl = -0.3, las = 1) xyplot(root~week | plant, groups = fert, data = fertilizer, type = "b") attach(fertilizer) plot(week, root, type = "b", col = c(added = "black", control = "red") [ With only a few time points (5 or less), we can treat time as a factor. The statistical model is the following.
Y ijt = µ + α i + φ j + β t + (αβ) it + ijt , where α i is the treatment effect, β t the time effect, (αβ) it is the interaction effect of treatment i and time t, φ j is the random effect of the jth plant. Perhaps the results are not so interesting because everything is expected: Plants in both treatment groups are growing and the difference between the two groups is creasing with time.
Next we will treat time as a continuous variable. Introduce a new numeric variable time and plot root length against time for each plant. The statistical model is
where i, j and t refer to treatment group, plant and time, respectively, α i and β j are fixed effects (unknown constants), φ j , ψ j and ijt are random normal variables with means 0. φ j and ψ j are independent if j = j but may be correlated if j =  . The variables ijt are independent with all variables φ j and ψ j . fertilizer[, "time"] <-as.numeric(as.character(fertilizer$week)) -2 xyplot(root~week | plant, groups = fert, data = fertilizer, type = c("p", "r")) In the above, the two random effects (for intercept and slope) are assumed to be correlated and the estimated correlation coefficient is 1. If one likes to impose the independence of the two random effects, run as follows. The AIC and the χ 2 test both choose the latter model. What does the likelihood ratio test say about the mixed effects model? The logLik provides the loglikelihood and the degrees of freedom for each model.
The test statistics is 2(45.40-33.66)=23.48 and the p-value is near 0. The advantage of treating time as discrete is that there is no need to come up with a parametric trend (linear, quadratic, etc). The disadvantage is that each subject (i.e., plant) has to be observed at the same time points.
The advantage of treating time as continuous is that each subject can be observed at its own set of time points, which could be varying from subject to subject. In addition, it enables prediction for future points. The disadvantage is that you need to find a parametric trend in time.
I will show next that the mixed effects model has better predictive performance than the fixed effects model. For comparison purpose, we drop the week 10 data and use the remaining data to build the models.
fertilizer.lm <-lm(root~fert * time, data = fertilizer, subset = !week == 10) week10data <-fertilizer[fertilizer$week == 10, ] pred <-predict(fertilizer.lm, week10data) mean((week10data$root -pred)^2) #0.850274
This fixed effects model yields a mean squared error 0.8503. Next we find the prediction for the mixed effects model. There is not a function in lme4 package that does the prediction. However, the prediction can be carried out by modifying the estimates of the intercept and slope and run predict on the modified model. The mean squared error is reduced to 0.6927. fertilizer.lmer4 <-lmer(root~fert * time + (time | plant), data = fertilizer, subset = !week == 10, REML = F) (ranEst <-coef(fertilizer.lmer4) [ 
